
CSUF PD Training Submission Form (LIVE)

Training Title Training Description Objective of Training
Does this training
align with DEI
practices?

218 High Risk Traffic Stops Watch video on high risk traffic stops and discuss Maintain officer safety at all times Yes
219 Room/Building Searches Searching of rooms to locate any possible suspects. To teach officers how to search rooms within a dwelling safely and thoroughly. No

220
Pennsylvania v. Mimms Review and discuss case law To know and understand the United States Supreme Court criminal law decision stating that a

police officer ordering a person out of a car following a traffic stop and conducting a pat-down
to check for weapons did not violate the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

Yes

221 Swatting Calls Discuss swatting calls and protocols for responding Know and understand what a swatting call is and how to respond. Yes

222 What do you want your
legacy in policing to be?

A Gordon Graham video was discussed. The training objective was to show the importance of having a positive mindset. It was
discussed that we all have a legacy, and we should want it to be positive.

Yes

223 Professional Courtesy Define professional courtesy, watch videos on professional courtesy
then discuss

Know and understand how and when to appropriately extend a professional courtesy Yes

224 Various CSUF Services for
Students in Need

Review various CSUF services for students in need Be knowledgeable in this area to provide the most effective assistance to our community. Yes

225 Active Shooter Response Review video on active shooter response Maintain composure when responding to active shooter call and properly coordinate
resources

Yes

226 Ball State BWC Discussion Discussion of video recorded by Ball State Police To remind officers that whatever we do or say on duty can be viewed at a later date. No

227 Communication Protocol:
DEI Flashpoint

PowerPoint presentation on Communication Protocol: DEI Flashpoint To review the notification process for DEI flashpoints/critical incidents and understand what
our CSUF administrative partners would like to see in certain situations

Yes

228 DEI Response and Protocol
for PD Related Incidents

Response and protocol for DEI notification system and procedures. Reason for notification procedures and discussion of protocols. Need to know vs right to
know. Sgt. Miller showed a PowerPoint presentation and we had discussions.

Yes

229
Dallas Cop Arrested for
Shooting at Another
Officer/Drinking Off Duty and
Carrying for Firearm

Discussed off-duty officers carrying their firearm while drinking. The objective is to discuss the choices officers make, while off-duty. Yes

230 Legislative Review Legal opinion on the use of quotas or "goals" related to citizen
contacts.

Discuss the legal opinion as it relates to citizen contacts and the difference between a contact
and enforcement.

No

231
LA Officer Fatally Shooting a
Man Who Tried to Take
Officer's TASER During
Traffic Stop

Officers watched LA officer fatally shoot a man who tried to take
officers TASER during the traffic stop. Officers discussed the
importance of requesting a Code-1 and waiting for backup to arrive, if
possible, prior to going hands-on.

The objective is to highlight the importance of requesting/waiting for back-up when the
situation escalates and prior to going hands-on.

Yes

232 Criteria for a 72-hour hold
under 5150 WIC

Review and discuss criteria for a 72-hour hold under 5150 WIC Know and understand qualifying elements for a 5150 hold Yes

233
5 Shot in Costa Mesa
stemming from Road Rage
Incident

Shift discussed Thanksgiving shooting that left 4 wounded and 1
dead

-How to respond to road rage incidents off-duty
-Knowing the dangers of initiating road rage

No

234
Connecticut Officers being
Charged with not Providing
Medical Attention

Officers discussed Connecticut officers being charged due to not
requesting medical attention for an arrestee that was hurt inside a
transport van and became paralyzed.

The objective of the training was to discuss the importance of always requesting medical
personnel if requested by the arrestee or if it appears medical attention is needed, even
slightly. When in question, request medics.

Yes

235 Timely Warnings Review and discuss Timely Warnings Knowing and understanding when a timely warning is required Yes
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